The Security Assessment program provides a broad and integrated approach to safety at UH Mānoa. This program is designed to survey and gather data on a particular area, office, or building on campus, and provide a micro-level action plan for emergencies, as well as worthwhile recommendations for safety and crime prevention.

**Step 1: Initial Meeting**
- Explain the goals and process of the Security Assessment
- Identify any preliminary concerns
- Create a list of key people and access points, which will need to be available during data gathering
- Gather existing plans, protocol, or documents

**Step 2: Data Gathering**
- Inspection of building/office interior and exterior areas
- Evaluation of physical security systems and emergency management protocols currently in place
- DPS incident data query

*Please allow approximately one month for evaluation of data and preparation of recommendations*

**Step 3: Presentation of Recommendations**
- Current status of physical security and emergency management protocols
- Thorough discussion of recommendations and future measures

*A final evaluation and list of recommendations will be provided at least two business days prior to the presentation date*

**Step 4: Post-Assessment Follow-up and Closing**

**Schedule a Security Assessment for Your Building or Office!**

Call our Community Policing Unit at 956-8211 or email dpscpu@hawaii.edu

/manoa.hawaii.edu/dps